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VIDEO DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS



The design elite

Fermax presents two of our most exclusive products combined

in a Kit: The HALO outdoor panel and iLOFT monitor.

Two high quality elements taking their place among the

worldwide elite, having been selected by the German Ministry

of Economy and Technology as candidates for the  national

design prize GERMAN DESIGN AWARD 2009, known as

“The Prize of Prizes”. It is the most prestigious official design

award granted in Germany and in which the products selected

must have already gained another international prize previously,

as HALO and iLOFT did, finishing among the best in Spanish

des ign  i n  t he  “Se lecc ión  De l ta  2007  award” .

Both the HALO video entry panel and the iLOFT monitor arose

from our spirit of innovation and the search for a maximum

quality design. This is why elegance, technology and security

are essential features in the two, sensations they both transmit

separately and which, when united in the same installation,

combine to offer a unique impression of top level and

exclusiveness to any bui lding or single family home.

Today, Fermax brings them out together in the same kit, already

synonymous with success and prestige.
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KIT



Colour video door entry system
for single family homes. Includes:
- HALO colour kit panel (ref.5700).
- Flush box series 5 (ref.8855).
- iLOFT Monitor (ref.5610).
- iLOFT monitor flush box (ref.5630).
– Power supply (ref.4810).
- 6 proximity cards (ref.2336)

HALO-iLOFT Kit

ref.5712

1. HALO panel. Colour camera. Thermometer and clock. Proximity reader.

2. iLOFT Monitor. Colour Video Door Entry System. Flush installation. 

“Hands Free” operation.



The Interactive Panel

PLACAPANEL



1. Aluminium profile, concave curved, highly robust and resistant.

2. Large LCD display enables interactive communication with the user.

Indicates outside temperature. 3. Access control. Proximity reader concealed

behind the display. 4. Includes colour camera with wide angle lens and

Pan&Tilt regulation.
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The Most Innovative Video Door Entry System

MONITOR



1. Singular audio output. 2. Chromed pushbuttons for video entry function

activation. 3. 4" TFT screen for maximum quality and clarity. Essential

design. 4. Transparent polycarbonate sheet coating a neutral surface.
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- Additional monitor without extra power supply.
- 2nd Video Door Entry Access

Requires video switcher (ref.2450).
- Second aerial colour camera (ref.1073).
- Telephone Interface (ref.1088).

Extensions

Basic installation diagram
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